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Are you ready to take off....?
Before Limelight was founded, our executives noticed
there were many publications for queer and BIPOC
writers, and only few for disabled and neurodivergent
writers… Which led to the birth of Limelight Review!
We wanted to give disabled and neurodivergent writers
like ourselves, a magazine that feels like home- A
beacon among other literary magazines, for people like
you- While our publication features many writers with
and without disabilities, we want our readers to know
abled or disabled, this is a place for you.
- Aleena Rose &
Suzanne Lavallee

What does Pilot mean to us?

What does Pilot mean to us? Pilot, to us- is throwing
yourself into new horizons. Taking on the impossible,
and never looking back- leaping into the air, fingers
and arms outstretched, scraping clouds and the horizon
beyond. We wanted writing that showed our creative’s
vulnerable side- Like yannick-robin’s the surgery is
never going to happen and Taras Bereza’s The Sky is
Falling in Ukraine.
We wanted the beautiful and delicate like Lara
Torea’s The Land of the nomads, Faith Benavides’ a
conversation in flowers, and Louise Kim’s aubade for
sunnier days…
Without further adieu, let us take off with… Pilot!
Limelight’s Inaugural Issue!
(We'll be landing very shortly, in the land of sunsets at
forty degrees, velvety summer nights, and obsidian
fields...)

Part I
Creative Non
Fiction

Up ahead! ThereYou see it? Our
first stop...

The Sky Is Falling in
Ukraine
By Taras Bereza

From Lviv, Ukraine.

While the grandfather’s clock is ticking slowly on the wall, the moral
compass predetermines the
extent of resilience through everyone’s unique experience. A peaceful
country with huge potential,
human talent, technological growth, and sound prospects of European
integration has turned into a
ruin overnight. Something I would barely imagine a month ago.
Having touched my youngest three-old-year son’s cheek for the last time at
the local railway
station, a treacherous thought stuck in my mind. “Is that the last time I
would ever see my family?”
After waiting for three hours in line for the exodus bus to Krakow (Poland),
I waved my family a
warm goodbye. Much hope, that was not for good. Without looking back,
I inherently let it go till
the better times. The story of my family's departure would have not been
that sob if that had not all
been for the devastating war with thousands of victims passed away already.
It all started at 4.30 a.m., on Thursday, Feb. 24. During the night, my wife
screamed: “They’d
started the war!” In the wee hours, the event came as an instant shocker that
caused much
bewilderment. Totally unprepared, we quickly fetched our three kids
downstairs. The early morning
news filled the space with a further grip of tension: we then understood that
the shock wave
embraced the entire country from east to west. Part of regional
infrastructure got ruined after
occasional air bombardments, though only military objects were targeted
then.

A few hours later, a surge of panic overwhelmed the streets of our towns
and villages. Almost
petrified, people were rushing to the stores, markets, and banks to prepare
for the worst. The Black
Thursday instantly revealed scarce supplies of bread, butter, milk, sugar, and
medicines that had all
vanished in hours.
In grim anticipation of the unknown, Ukrainian cities saw long queues of
distressed citizens
unaware of the real scale of the launched war. That afternoon, people
waited long hours to withdraw
money and change the currency at local banks. The lightning attack
throughout Ukraine’s territory
immediately re-shaped the local comfort zone. Over the first hours of that
horrible morning, I
watched people living as if that was the last day of their life. The dire effect
of unexpectedness has
changed us forever. Since November 1945, when Japan eventually
announced its surrender to
World War II, four generations of Ukrainians have not witnessed warfare.
Massive Russian intrusion with over 150 000 troops waiting at the border
remained a real
possibility for a long time. As the pretext, in 2014 the invaders had ripped
off Ukraine of its two
eastern regions, Donetsk and Luhansk populated by about eight million
people. The political
establishment neglected the signs of warning that indicated the possibility
of a full-scale war
scenario right aftermath of the Beijing Olympics.

I don’t see “skies of blue and clouds of white” anymore. Every day Ukraine appears
as a ghost city
in the eyes of international media. BBC, CNN, Euronews and Reuters paint the
picture of horror in
black-and-white. I recall watching The Pianist by Roman Polanski (2002) revealed
the Nazi
occupation of Warsaw in 1939. The film starts showing an innocent young man
playing the piano
when the bomb suddenly smashes the window out of his apartment. Further scenes
of violent
deportation of Jewish people seemed like a distant memory of the past with no
chance of return 80
years later.
Unfortunately, the history has repeated with Mariupol, Kharkiv, Kherson, Bucha,
Odesa, Zhytomyr,
Chernihiv, Melitopol, Irpin, and Kyiv all being hardly hit by almost half-ton bombs
leaving debris
and rubble behind, as well as thousands of broken destinies. Their only source of
survival is the
immediate exodus westwards. Those are even lucky under the circumstances, on
the backdrop of
400 thousand Mariupol dwellers being kept hostage.
Some of my readers managed to drop a line or two during the first days of
bombardment at the
shelter. Today, though, there are fewer voices ready to get in touch due to a lack of
food, electricity,
and essential provisions. The tonnes of humanitarian aid and cargos of stuff have
yet failed to get to
these blocked spots at the near-center of Europe. Permanent isolation gradually
turns into
abandonment. Neither the Red Cross nor is the UN able to free humanitarian
corridors. Urged to
drink dirty water from puddles, the point of the resilience of local survivors is close
to depression
and suicide.

Blackened with dark clouds, the sky over Ukraine will never be the same
again. Neither the sun will
ever share its warmth with all those who have lost their dearest and nearest.
There will be no excuse
to see an old woman crying over her grandchildren, whose whereabouts are
still unknown. The
nation will never forgive blatant shootings of the civilians queuing for bread or
volunteers helping
those wounded get to the closest medical center. The world will not hush up
the killings of the
international journalists who reported on the front lines of the war zone.
Contracted with dirty $550 a month, Russian soldiers are killing innocent
civilians by the slump.
There is no dimension of resilience here, after all. Everyone has lived through
their loss. ‘The sky is
falling...’ does not come as a fictional metaphor for the brave-hearted nation
forced to withstand
the atrocities of the Russian occupation. It is everyone’s reality we are all living
through day by
day.

Taras works as a professional lexicographer at 'Apriori
Publishers' (Lviv, Ukraine) with 10 published dictionaries. He
has worked as a contributing freelance writer since 2006 and
recently wrote for Bacopa Literary Review and Freedom With
Writing. If you're interested in supporting Taras, his paypal is
linked to his email. bereza.translator@gmail.com

A note from
Our executive.
Suzanne Lavallee
When we first opened submissions, we received the
surgery is never going to happen by Yannick-Robin
Eike Mirko. It was an almost immediate acceptance.
Our executive, Suzanne Lavallee, was absolutely
touched by the piece’s transparency and
vulnerability- and upon reading it knew that this
was exactly why and what Limelight had been
founded for. To tell a story about a real situation
involving disability and marginalized identities.
"The story was powerful, moving, and had my heart
aching at each word…"

the surgery is never going to
happen
by yannick-robin eike mirko
(TW: Transphobia, Body Dysphoria, Suicidal Idealization)

Friday July 24th, 2020 9:30 am
“I can drive,” I say to Bianca as she prepares me, dressing me with the robe
she used the last time she had
a procedure that needed drains in the aftermath. Jackie, my best friend since
the first days of college,
looks at me concerned. They’re sisters, and we’re in their family home: the
closest place I know to the
hospital, and the closest thing I can think of for my definition of the word
‘home’. “Oh c’mon, I won’t be
able to drive for a while, and I feel fine.” I’m lying.
Something inside of me is telling me that it isn’t happening today,
though I know not what.
Reluctantly, I grab the keys and suddenly we’re there. Due to COVID-19,
visitors for procedures in any
way, are not allowed (one of the many symptoms of the pandemic,
including barely allowing me to have
this surgery, given it is still considered “elective”, and cancelled in
emergencies), so we take a photograph
together in the car before I get out. As I walk away, I can feel the pit of my
stomach being to boil the acid
that’s been eating at it for hours, sleeplessly and without food since
midnight.

I enter a barren hospital to the sounds of nurses scanning my pre-op work from
five days prior with
confused expressions on their faces. No one tells me anything when I ask. I am
brought in to do blood
work again, which I find odd considering the only two other people waiting for
a procedure didn’t need it.
I’m placed back in the waiting room without copies of their forms, only the
blurry images I scrambled to
take in case I’d need to protect myself in the future.
When I am wheeled into the operation room, I am greeted by an
anesthesiologist, who I later on believed
to be in there at that point as a distraction, considering that the whispering
around my lab reports was
growing, along with the volume with which I was continuously being
deadnamed, and misgendered. My
surgeon passes my paperwork and I see him double take, before deciding whether
or not to turn back
around, towards them. He chooses the latter, and begins to scramble with
everyone else. I was ignored for
about 15 minutes before my surgeon came up to me, seemingly afraid.
“I feel so embarrassed. I don’t know how to tell you this,” he says, looking down
at the paper rather than
into my eyes; I tell him to look into mine, and his begin to water. “Your blood is
half as thin as the
average person, and we do not know why.” I ask about the regimen for getting
me through the surgery,
what they’ll need to do to ensure I’m safe today. He swallows quite loudly. “If I
were to put you on the
table right now, you would bleed out, and die. Surgery will not be happening
today.” He then says the last
words I am able to hear for fifteen minutes. “I’m so sorry, I know how much this
meant to you.”

My glasses and phone are in a locker somewhere on the other side of the
OR, so I can’t see anything, and
I’m alone, in this moment of trauma. A tantrum begins, screaming at
every person who disrespected me
about how they can’t do their jobs since my life depended on a surgeon's
double take, along with many
other shameful things.
How am I supposed to live, how am I supposed to survive, if my
body prevents me from becoming my
true self?
I throw a couple of objects across the room, whatever’s within arms reach
at that point. Agony swells
inside of me until I can’t breathe, causing me to be forcibly restrained by
nurses. I am kicked out of the
hospital with a number for a hematologist, told to call immediately. They
aren’t going to send the
paperwork yet, so in the middle of this traumatic moment, I have to
describe it on the phone to a front
desk person lacking the knowledge necessary to grasp the urgency behind
my case, and figure out how to
book the earliest appointment possible. Sitting on the ledge of the hospital
fence as I considered whether
or not traffic was the easier answer, I am booked for an appointment over
a week from now. Just run into
the traffic, then you won’t have any body parts to feel dysphoric over. I
begin to start screaming bloody
murder, a three-block radius of an audience with concerned gazes
refusing to help or understand gawk
silently.
I don’t know it yet, but surgery is 462 days away.

Friday November 20th, 2020 9:30 pm
The months have been very long, and life has made little sense. I’ve spent three
months arguing with the
hematologist I was referred to, who insisted that they were false reports and
nothing was detectable, at
one point reminding me of his decades of work as a rebuttal to the color-coded
spreadsheet of possible
diagnosis, causes, treatments and symptoms I made and brought to appointments
after realized I was
working with yet another powertrip transphobe. I annoyed him enough for him
to give up and
acknowledge my problems were above his level of knowledge, and was referred
to another hematologist,
who’s office tried to say they couldn’t see me until 2021. I called every other
hour every single day for
over a week and a half until they booked me in a cancelled slot.
Within a few appointments I was diagnosed, changing my life forever. I have a
rare disease called
*redacted for medical privacy*, which essentially translates to: your body has
*redacted for medical
privacy*, so *redacted for medical privacy* is watery and weak, can’t protect you
from much, and your
disease has no cure or meds or preventatives for when *redacted for medical
privacy* starts to leak out
of *redacted for medical privacy* and into the spaces in between your joints, into
your GI system, etc.
which goes on to effect mobility, and enhance your already effervescent chronic
pain and severe
tendonitis. There are only *redacted for medical privacy* [less than handful]
other citizens of the
United States currently alive with this disease, and I have a feeling I could be the
only one trying to have
top surgery.

What if I am the first person with this disease, to try to have this surgery? What if it’s the reason I
can’t
medically transition? What if I’m trapped in this hell scape forever? I fear my dog will outlive me,
I fear my partner will leave me due to the downhill disaster that will be my
early onset physical deterioration. I fear that I will kill myself because I don’t know how to
not want to
every second of the day that I’m like this still. I fear that medically transitioning will be what
kills me,which gives my estranged mother a reason to say “I told you so” one last time. I fear
that her saying that
will bother me. I fear it won’t matter anyways, since I’ll be dead.
...
While my paralysing trauma continues to settle in, heads of a few major hospitals in the city
meet, in a
discreet location, to discuss surgical methods that will keep a person with *redacted for
medical
privacy* alive. I was not the only one that was having surgery soon, a young child also
needed an
invasive procedure and all of the "biggest boys of medicine" in New York City had to get
together to
figure out how to save us from our bodies. The odds of two of us being in this city, needing
a surgery at
the same time, don’t make sense to me no matter how hard I try.
Ultimately, they choose an [incredibly rare and expensive] infusion plan, and notify my
surgeon. My top
surgery is rescheduled for today, Transgender Day of Remembrance. In preparation for the
procedure, I
begin to realize I am being ghosted by my physicians. I ask what’s wrong, and am informed
the infusions
were ordered and sent to the wrong hospital, and there would be no way to get them from
there for use.
My surgeon would need to meet with the head of my hospital to request them, stating the
procedure
causing the need for it, and in doing so...was rejected. We were unable to approve your
infusions, and
will not be able to treat you for this moving forward. I wish you the best of luck in your
search.” I was
never given an explanation for the rejection, and I was never spoken to again by those
physicians. I didn’t
believe it could actually be true.

“As a polyglot, I am often frustrated when speaking a language that doesn’t have a word to go
for a feeling
in the same way that other languages do. Spanish gets to the point in a much deeper way than
English
does oftentimes, same with French. There isn’t a single language, or a single word in the
world, that could
describe what it feels like to endure this. Grief, disbelief, hopelessness, worthlessness, rage,
misery..all
together, don’t even scratch the surface. I don’t want to be me anymore. I don’t want to be
here anymore.
I don’t know it yet, but surgery is 342 days away.
Wednesday October 13th, 2021 2:15 pm
I am referred to a new surgeon by people I worked for at the time, who asked me to write this
article [and
ultimately don't end up publishing it, regardless of the impact I was told it would have for me
to write of
this experience the moment I woke from going under].
The new surgeon made sure to talk over my story, reaching over for the last few pages of my
medical
records as I walked her through the first few. I’ve been told the success rates are high, so I
figure out a
way to forgive her for her neglect-manifesting autopilot nature of work, and move on.
The new hematologist refused to believe my disease was real, saying patronizing things like
“people with
the real *redacted for medical privacy*...” and going on to ask me in a serious tone of voice
whether or
not this might be a mishap that came from me consuming rat poisoning. He then prescribed
me something
I knew wouldn’t work [remember, the predictive spreadsheet from last year? This was all on
it. Disease
included.] that costed over $300, and instead of getting financial assistance for me like he said
he would,
just told me to buy the low dose ones on the shelves at the pharmacy, and consume 100 of
them a day for five days

order to diagnose me with my disease, because there’s “no way it’s real”. The meds didn’t
work, and due to them finally realizing the validity of my miserable life, my surgery was
pushed back five
days, to ensure they were well equipped, fully stocked, and had days afterwards, should I need
to go back
onto the table due to excessive bleeding post-operation.
I don’t know how much longer I can hold out, but surgery “is” 5 days away.
The surgery isn’t
happening.
Monday October 25th, 2021 2:14 pm
I was misgendered and/or deadnamed by at least three hospital staff on the day of the surgery,
one before
and the rest after. At one point even loudlly declaring "I'm here today to get my chest chopped
in half, for
christ's sake." The procedure lasted an hour, though I stayed in the Intensive Care Unit area
for four hours,
as they battled my heart rate and blood pressure until they both came down. The surgeon
came into my
room the next morning, seemingly waiting for a ‘thank you’, only to hear me tell her I felt like
I slept
overnight in the hospital for no reason, because the surgery is never going to happen. “See,
that’s what
you would say,” she says back to me, moodily. “But you don’t have to say that anymore: we
did it!” I
repeat myself again. “I feel like I slept overnight in the hospital for no reason, because the
surgery is
never going to happen.”
I get my drains out on Wednesday, though I’m not sure why they ever put them in, because
the surgery...is
never going to happen.
The surgery is never going to happen. And this article is never going to be published.

yannick-robin eike mirko | they/he is a
Multi-disciplinary Artist, Licensed Undertaker + Grief Counselor
yannickmirko.com

Spinning Towards Love
By: Jennifer Johnson

Could I be a mother? At forty-three, I discovered I was pregnant, the pregnancy was
unplanned,
and it wasn't my first time. The difference was that this time, I was contemplating going
through
with it.
It was curious and new for me to think this way, which added to my confusion. The
previous times I was "knocked up" (teenage stupidity, sexual assault, and faulty birth control),
all
I wanted was to get this thing the hell out of me! Now I wasn't so sure.
It was the summer of 2013, I was unemployed and newly single, so I had plenty of spare
time to overthink. I was a pro at this, a servant to my monkey mind, which I often tamed with
binge eating and alcohol. However, something changed in me with this pregnancy; my desire
to
abuse myself dissolved almost overnight, and what mystified me the most was that I felt
inexplicably full of love. Love in a way I had never experienced before; this love filled me and
made me feel whole. When I lay in bed at night, I held my body tenderly and cradled my
breasts
and belly.
Journal entry August 18th, 2013
"I am 21 days pregnant. It is still so bizarre and yet - so beautiful. There's a lot to think about
and plan for. I need to relax and not get stressed. I need to love my body in all its new forms. I
am not really scared - I am more shocked. I also feel very lucky."
This feeling of love was so unfamiliar that I wanted to lock it up and keep it safe, in case
it went away, which I feared it might, depending on my decision. Like a character in a
"Choose
Your Own Adventure" novel, I faced multiple paths with outcomes unknown. The good news
was that I had a choice. It was 2013, and abortion was legal, so I was free to choose. But why
was I so confused?

There were many questions. Would I be a good parent? Would the
baby survive? Would it
be healthy? Would it be normal?
As a kid, people often told me I wasn't normal. My excess energy and
oodles of curiosity
meant I had ADHD and emotional anxiety. Pills and therapy were
prescribed to help me fit in
with society.
If I had a child, how normal would it be?
I decided an afternoon spin class would help me sweat out some of my
uncertainty.
Exercise was my answer to ADHD. It delivered the dopamine and
endorphins I craved and often
added a boost of mental acuity.
I checked the spin instructor's name online before leaving my
apartment. Janet was
teaching. Perfect. She'd give me the type of workout I needed; fastpaced, demanding, and
sweaty. Janet was in her fifties, blonde, and a seasoned outdoor rider. I
admired her strength and
masterful instruction. Plus, she always brought a killer playlist.
It was Friday, pre-weekend, and the class was packed. With everyone
seated and the
lights dimmed, our workout began. A bass-driven tune led the warmup drill. "I want you to ride
at 95 to 100 RPMs," Janet said. This quick and steady pace was perfect
for getting us into the
zone. I closed my eyes and imagined the road beneath me, ready to
sweat away my worries and
ride towards answer land, the magical place where decisions get made.

However, as the music pulsed and my legs pumped the pedals, the more my mind filled
with indecision. The more I chased clarity, the more it eluded me. Then it hit me—the
irony in
riding nowhere on a stationary bike. It was the perfect metaphor for my life at that
moment. I
was unemployed, running out of money, and the "father" didn't believe he was the
father.
Janet prepared us for the next song, "Listen, Team, we're headed for a long, steady
climb,
and it's going to be tough. I want you to dig deep and commit to it." She commanded
us to stand
up on our bikes and ride. The rich sound of an acoustic piano filled the room and was
not Janet's
usual playlist. The male singer's voice was soft and gentle, almost yearning. We pedaled
to the
beat; 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2.
I cranked up the resistance on my bike and visualized climbing a mountain. The song
got
louder and the piano more intense. I was listening through my entire body as the chorus
repeated,
"On another love, another love. All my tears have been used up."
I shed many tears with each pregnancy, and now I no longer could; rivulets of sweat
streamed in their place. We were halfway through the ride, and I felt emotionally and
physically
spent. Janet's voice wrested me from my thoughts, "Team, this is it. You're almost there!
What do
you need to get to the top of this hill?"
I mouthed the word help and that's what I needed. I didn't want to go through this
pregnancy alone. Yet here I was, in a room full of thirty-five people, and that was how I
felt—alone. Turning to the anonymous person next to me and whispering over the bass
beats,
"Hey, listen, I'm pregnant. Can you help me?" wasn't an option.
In desperation, I looked up to the ceiling and silently asked the universe for a sign that
everything would be alright. Just in the asking, I felt a bit better, more hopeful.

The class concluded, and a friendly-looking woman approached me from across
the
room. No one ever speaks to me in class, I thought. What does she want? Did she
psychically
hear my plea for help?
"Hi," the woman said, smiling, "You need to see what's on the front of your top."
"What do you mean?" I said, confused.
"Go look in the mirror and take your iPhone. You'll see."
Curious, I did as she asked. I went into the changeroom and stood in front of the
mirror.
There, on my bright pink tank top was a perfect heart, formed by my own sweat.
Whenever I look at this image, it reminds me of that serendipitous moment and
what it
taught me. I asked for a sign, and I received one. Instead of spinning endlessly on
a bike, I was
on a journey towards what I needed most—to feel worthy of my own love.
For many years I had felt unworthy, and my behavior towards myself was fitting.
As I
stared at myself in the mirror, I realized that no matter my decision, I would be
okay. I needed to
help myself. To stop abusing myself and start loving myself. That's where the real
freedom was
for me, in inhabiting my own heart.

Jennifer Johnson is a writer and artist living in British Columbia,
Canada. She grew up in the tiny town of Tsawwassen and spent the
first ten years of her life as a wildling in the local woods, composing
music on her electric organ and making raku pottery with her
father. Jennifer writes early in the morning and spends the rest of
the day being fascinated by the world around her.

The Paradox of Being Heard
By Calliope Wu

Three. That’s the maximum number of times I can ask someone to repeat themself
before they
refuse to. Never mind. It doesn’t matter. Forget it. A sigh, a huff, a raise of the
eyebrows–whatever other reaction you might have, I’ve memorized them already.
I have congenital stenosis of the external auditory canal and congenital abnormal
fusion
of auditory ossicles in my left ear–which means I was born with a narrow ear canal
and fused
inner ear bones, leading to extremely reduced hearing. By contrast, my right ear is
perfectly
normal. That only one of my ears is affected means that my hearing has less of an
impact on my
day-to-day life, but it is significant enough that I have failed every single listening
test I was
administered in my elementary school and middle school years. As I’ve grown older,
my hearing
loss has worsened; I’m at the point where I am an “excellent candidate” for hearing
aids or
corrective surgery, according to my ENT doctor.
And yet, I still waver when I need to request accommodations. If I ask someone to
repeat
themself one too many times, I add “Sorry, I’m hard of hearing” in a rush before
hurriedly
jumping to the next topic of conversation, hoping they’ll forgive me for something I
can’t help. I
wait until the entire class files out before I talk to a teacher about switching my seat
from the
fourth row to the first. I hesitate to even call my condition a disability because I can
pass for a
hearing person...until I can’t.

In most conversations, I find myself torn. Do I pretend to understand what I didn’t
hear,
nod along and mentally fill in the words based on the responses of other people? Or do
I admit
that I don’t and face exasperation, disbelief and even scorn? I shouldn’t have to fear that
decision. And yet, I do. The irony doesn’t escape me that I’m the one who’s hard of
hearing, and
yet it’s other people who won’t hear me out.
Perhaps that’s why I find writing so appealing. Words on paper or a document screen
means that there’s no way I can misunderstand them. I can reread writing as many
times as I’d
like–pause and rewind, so to speak–unlike spoken conversations, in which every sound
is
irreversible. Writing has been a way for me to find my voice, to speak out and not be
afraid of
making a “mistake” when I reply to my audience.
Sorry, could you say that again? I’m sorry, I still didn’t hear you. One more time?
I’ve catalogued all of my questions and the responses they receive, searching for the
best
way to ask someone to repeat themself without causing an inconvenience or
annoyance. I’m
starting to realize that there isn’t one.
But I don’t want to live as an apology. I don’t want to have to brace myself for
something as simple as a conversation. I don’t want to fear the consequences of a
problem that
shouldn’t be a problem. I want people to remember:
Just because I can’t hear well doesn’t mean that I don’t listen.

Calliope Wu (she/her) is a young writer based in Michigan.
From an early age, she knew that she loved everything and
anything to do with words. Her hobbies include making
playlists, playing with cats, and incessantly daydreaming. She
can usually be found wandering the aisles of her local boba tea
shop or posting on her Instagram and Twitter at
@thewritermuse.

Part II
Poetry
This is your pilot speaking...
We're scheduled to arrive in
Pulau Aur in just... one...
moment-

Pulau Aur
By: Carolyn Evans

Do you remember
that night we sat on Pulau Aur we
drove the ocean
76 km from light to
this island to find
a generator that lit our bulbs
we saw obsidian fields
black like absence and
electrons shuffled through cotton shot
electricity in darkness then
a plane clear as a lighthouse
a doorknob for the electrified hand
and it lit up like a sparkler we
gasped and held our breath because
maybe that helps
but the plane flew on
and the people inside probably
kept their eyes and windshields
shut as they flew out of sight so
the lightning could dance in the clouds.

Microwaved Curry
By: Shriya MKumar
I remember your house. I remember your house like it was the hand that fed me each
meal, rice balancing on your fingertips, like a see-saw on afternoon mud. I remember
your chip and dipped foundations, slurred phrases in foreign accents, engulfing the
marble tiles I took my very first steps on. when I was just a crawl away from crispiest
*dosas served with chutney and generational wisdom, how you would protect me from
the rage of splattering oil, without caring how it scorched your palm. guava slices like
religion served on identical plates, in identical chairs, with floral prints and winding
leaves. I never got enough of your stories, the emperors and kings, the quiet hum of
family that left the air smelling like microwaved curry, like home. I’d lay on your lap, on
your turmeric-soaked cotton, and look into your eyes as you arched towards the roof, it
showed you every answer, every fungi-consumed spot was a story waiting to be read, a
life waiting to be lived. **Patti, we’re separated by 279km, winding roads and
unforgiving cars, with kohl crows on every wire. Patti each day fades, as one away from
the last, one away from you, and I can’t remember your street’s name. the corner shop,
at the first left where you could talk your way into crispy peanuts, hugged in yesterday's
newspapers, the shells trailing our path as we walk. Patti, I never learned your recipes, I
never learned how to trace your name in Tamil, never learned to run without seeing if
you followed. life since has been too buttery and too bland. my toes haven’t felt mud
and my palms haven’t touched a rope. my being aches like nothing an x-ray could show.
can rasam cure me of this hunger, can I remain rooted in southern sands and planted in
the backyard. Patti, don’t you ache after millennia of running hot showers and serving
hot meals. don’t you ache knowing that yesterday was just like today, and tomorrow
holds a worse fate, doesn’t every coconut oil submerged strand of hair want to run out
the door and into the world? I’ve been trying to look down the road, past uncles
recurring Alzheimer's and aging dog, past your trembling hands, and moonlit hair. I’ve
tried rearranging my cells and building bricks on my nerves. because I know you will
fade like too sour ***sambhar and burned grains, that you are almost at the end of the
road, where no cycle dares to see what’s ahead and no cricket ball has made its way back.
what happened to the brinjal that’s still on the stove, flames feeding on its purple skin,
the chillied breath of Chennai's heat spicing the air. I think the weather forecast lied,
sunkissed rays feel acidic on my pores, and the thundering clouds scrubbed the last bit
of Tamil off my tongue. and now I’m here, in a borrowed mattress, and tomorrow ill be
gone, off to find another roof through which I’ll find a semblance of yours. new heads
on new pillows. You always said, cirikkavum, cūriyaṉ mīṇṭum cirikkum. (smile and the sun
will smile back.) Patti, you are the sun, and I’m on my way home.
*Indian staple meal
** ‘grandmother’ in Tamil
***south Indian dish

D Maj Scale
By: Shriya MKumar

Take me back to sweetened summers, painting a stranger's tongue, all the bright colors
in all the right places. My inky dreams were written over the sky, so real, they almost
needed a birth certificate. The cotton candy rum seeping past my eyes was fizzy and
warmed and after centuries of minute-long hangovers, the day opened syrupy. Syrupy, as
though I could drink in the light with plated pancakes; like harmonic honey. But your
rosebud lips could never write chords or right wrongs, and your vinyl skin was watered
off-key with every beat. You traced the guitar string scars that kissed my fingertips, like
invading poison on my nails. My love, I need the midnight waltzes, the refrigerator
hums, and the stove silence. But black and white keys are the only ones that can open
this house, and you seem like a man of pitiful color. I remember when I could finally
look you in the eye, after a riot of flowers and souring leaves. Life since then has been
composed solely from the D major scale, with ever-present melodies, and sticky sweet
mud prints. All in tune. All in time. All in today. My love, I could finally breathe like
this is the first and last Tuesday in July, And I could spend every cent, and sing every
sentence. Live every life.

Eternal Summer Night
By: Yuu Ikeda

In a velvety summer night―
Iced tea is playing the nocturne
for eternal serenity.
Even classical music
floating in the room
can't stop the nocturne.
Even voices of summer breeze
wandering in the room
can't erase the nocturne.
In a velvety summer night―
The nocturne and me―
Eternal summer heals
my wounds marked by spring.

Land of the nomads
By: Lara Torea

I think America, land of the free
Think sunsets at forty degrees
Think home, think you and me
A dying cigarette, a hopeless plea

IThink people, think warmth and love
Think brief layover encounters
Think “I’ll see you down the road”

Sweet like ice cream America
Cold coffee, last thing in the fridge
Break my bones, merciless America
Wanderers walking the mountain ridge

Think affection, think land of no one
Think nothingness, only existing
Think our very own stone ocean
But America, take-it-all America

I think midnights in gas stations
Sinking to Morrissey in the backseat
I think fear, yearning, grief, sadness
Our memories buried under concrete

My blood, your runnels
Hand-me-down faith America
My tears, your downpour
So I sit and think America

Stinging, painful, harsh America
No food, no money, no hope
Pink, bright, stunning America
Sanity sitting in a tightrope

I think our house when it was a home
I think our promises, our shared happiness
I think it all in this boundless roam

a conversation in flowers
By: Faith Benavides

when he opens his mouth his face
fades
leaving me with flowered tongues
dancing
in my head.
the taste of shortened breath
lingers
at the corner of my
mouth.
kiss me
again.
I close my eyes and feel the
static hum
of dandelion vocals
promising
love letters
in my name.
do
it
again
my all-consuming,
forgiving friend.

Mama’s Pasta
By: Maxwell Griego

Sometimes, growing up
my brothers and I would
demand our pasta to be served
in our own preferred ways.
So, my mother would plate
pasta and sauce together for my older brother
(just like the adults)
sauce on the side for me
(to dip my penne noodles in like french fries)
and simply pasta with butter for my younger brother
(the only way he would eat it that week)
Three individual love letters
that we read with our tummies,
and fueled our individualism
without our even realizing it.

aubade for sunnier days
By: Louise Kim

there’s so much still to tell you,
so much still to write.
(but there is always so much
that wants to be done.)
i worried often about days like these,
that require my leaving you, or
your leaving me, but
now we are here and
i’d like to steal back all that time...
a parting poem:
i do not know
what to do with myself.
i don’t want to see the sunlight
emerge from behind earth’s eyelids
but i want to bear witness to
sunnier days.
days of me and you,
no alarm clock.
the rain is loud, but not noisy.
if you know what i mean,
if you catch my gist.
yes, i am too afraid to lose you.

Amethyst Soul
By: Rachel Orta

A jagged-edged quartz, sharper than coal
The violet glow of my amethyst soul
And what might you see in this gem on fire, clothed in grape juice and
white cloudy crystal? You
see my eyes, bending in the light, longing for the very serenity it
grants. Tell me I am enough,
to trust in lovers I enchant.
And what can be said of dusty rose and dusty blue-gray? Covered in
ash-like specs,
taken off the long lost shelf after many a day. Still worn and adorned,
brought out for
your wedding, your church Sunday.
And what do you think of jewels that exude a natural hue of daylight
and muse? Inspiring chants and gleaming with smiles of stillness and
might. Peace may you find in the
reddish-purple light.
A twinkling gemstone, fearlessly whole The violet glow of my
amethyst soul

block
By: Sarah Grant

a note for the days when the words run dry
when your tongue is a
postbox on fire
and all your exhales
are smoke-filled regrets
for the times
you never heard
what you needed to
I’ll tell you
that silence speaks too
that before you
there was music
and the letter
and there will still be after
remember
every day starts with the birds
and ends with the crickets
one day it will rain
and the words will well in you
turning everything green
once again
until then
you will have the birds
you still have the crickets
and the time to sit
and listen.

Asynchronous
By: Danielle Palm

From the outside you cannot see,
everything that is happening inside of me.
The thoughts crowding my head,
What if this happens? What is under my bed?
From the outside you cannot see,
that my brain is wired differently.
When I jump or stand on my head,
I am not out of control, but concentrating instead.
From the outside you cannot see,
the many struggles - physically and emotionally.
A simple and reasonable request,
can turn into a battle of wills or a physical impossibility to
comply at best.
From the outside you cannot see,
the same blood as you coursing through me.
I think, I hope, I wish, I love and I need,
just like you, some space to breathe and be free.

Melancholy
By: Oshini Gunasekara

The green ocean is tumbling
Upon your glimmering eyes
It feels like I am daydreaming
When I swim in them to stay
Away from all of my cries
Deep down I see emeralds
Carved inside the rock bottom
What should i do my love?
Keep my chin up to feel
The warmth of your heart
Locked in the glowing sixties?
Or wait till the blooming moon
Comes in search for treasure
Inside your wrecked ship?

Park Conversation 2
By: Setareh Ebrahimi

So where are you from?
The lady in the park asks me
which apparently is a normal greeting
for a person of colour
Iran I smile
not helping
but these are mixed
gesturing at my children
lovely she says
all mine are mixed
I have four children
my last when I was 42
double the grandchildren
and they keep on coming
the girl with her is named
after the daughter of a famous rapper
I wanted to call my son Cairo I tell her
but my husband was against it
terrible
what’s happening in the world
she says
and by the way
I love your hair

Paravati
By: Mihir Bellamkonda

A long time ago, far away, or yesterday
in this America: you left.
Why? We had a home in these green hills,
We had everything, we had no space between us.
We had the flowers in the spring, the crickets;
We would confuse them sometimes,
We would confuse each other sometimes, wake
Up with four hands, visions of a doubled future,
Visions of ourselves as eight pale gold imitations or
Sixteen doves making themselves perfect against dawn,
Visions of joy laid silent as grain in turned earth. Why?
There is no wealth like this confusion, no. So why?
We would be blue, or pink; we would see the evening
Made of a thousand orange calls for love, love, love.
I do what I’ve always done. I make bread, listen
To the quiet rising, the crickets, the birds calling
For the same thing I am. I bathe in the lake, hold
In my hands the stones, so old and slick with life.
I think, sometimes, this is our lot:
To be together, then apart. This is human,
Or, this is divinity. Then
I think: no, no, no.

inertia
By: Phoenix Tesni

there is a future that beckons to us,
glinting & gleaming like a double-edged
sword, smirking & snickering like a cat
that knows more about you than you
do, dark & quiet like an abandoned
heart. you can try & dig & probe &
crawl your way in but you will always
find yourself back here, with only the
next moment within reach. blink.
the future is now the past. nostalgia
sits with her legs up on the dashboard,
refusing to read the map ahead as you
go round & round in circles. she says,
there is no sense in looking at directions
to anywhere. or everywhere. or
nowhere.
you let go of the steering wheel. the car
keeps moving. or the world does, outside.
you cannot tell the difference anymore.
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Part III
Prose
Keep your seatbelts buckled,
we're taking off again...

The beast in her jungle
Maya Rosenblum
Instinct is powerful. From a young age, we are taught that our bodies often know more
than we do. In times of crisis, even if we are not mentally aware, we react. A flutter in our
stomach, a shiver down our spine; small signals point us towards doubt. Once that doubt seeps
in, the mind catches up. We realize a situation isn’t right and we rely on our instincts to lead us
in the proper direction. “Trusting your gut” is what we as humans are meant to do. We’re
supposed to be our own advocates, knowing when something isn’t good for us and striving to
rectify it. We’re supposed to, and yet, not all of us can.
We don’t want to believe that our mind is a liar. When we think something about
ourselves, or someone else, it’s instinct that makes us want to believe it. For many people, their
mind and body are aligned this way. Their thoughts match their surroundings, allowing them to
react in a calm, rational way. For others, however, the mind works differently; it wanders. But
just because thoughts wander does not mean they’re heading to the right place. Something
pushes them in the wrong direction, a monster whispering lies in our ears.
Anxiety is my monster, my beast in the jungle. She lurks within the shadows, watching
me. Full of infinite patience, she waits for me, studies me. Her limbless form mimics my
movements, my essence, until the lines between her and I blur. And when the moment comes,
she emerges from the depths of my mind and strikes. Whether or not there is danger to be found,
like a banshee, she wails in my head. Her screams warn of doom, pushing me to grow fearful of
what is and is not to come. I try and cover my ears, but she’s too loud, warping my thoughts until
I see the world how she wants me to. Everything is a threat. Everything is dangerous. I must be
afraid of everything.

II want to see things clearly. I want to stay calm in times of stress and peace, but my mind
feels like an enemy, not a weapon. Rather than soothe, it teases and taunts. Anxiety tells me
every situation isn’t right, that my doubt will keep me alive. It senses danger when there is none
to be found, creates uncertainty in times that do not require it. I cannot trust my gut because my
gut may be wrong. Most days, I cannot outrun the panic, cannot go through it; all I can do is wait
for it to consume me, disappear, and return once again.
Wandering through the anxious fog, I sometimes fight back. My mind tells me one thing,
but I push against it. I try to logic my way out. Even if I don’t believe what I’m saying, and I feel
the panic rising in my chest, I go to war with my own doubt.
Some battles are bigger than others, but each feels equally draining. Too many to name, I
could never decipher them all. Yet a few are recurring:
Your friends do not hate you. They are not just hanging out with you out of convenience.
They are not going to abandon you if you say the wrong thing, or don’t make them laugh, or
want to leave a party early. If they’re taking a long time to respond to your text, they are
probably busy or plan on messaging you back later. They are not purposefully ignoring you,
hoping that you’ll get the message and leave them alone.
You are not lazy. Do not condemn yourself because you did not do all the things you said
you would. Try again tomorrow, and the next day, and the day after that.
You did not just run over a person with your car. It was a pothole.
You did not just run over a person with your car. It was a pothole.
Your appearance did not change since the last time you saw yourself. Your stomach did
not grow or shrink, your posture did not get worse; it has only been two hours since you looked
in a mirror. Do not obsess over false truths that, in the course of one hundred and twenty
minutes, you’ve morphed so drastically.

You did not leave the oven on. You didn’t cook anything.
You cannot run away from change. Things are always changing. Eventually, even your
routine will change. Whether that shift is big or small, it is not immediately bad. Do not panic
when one thing becomes out of place. Sometimes things move so that better things can take their
position.
You are not incapable of love. You are not unlovable. You are not going to be alone.
Even the worst parts of you, the things you hate most about yourself, are not dealbreakers or
baggage. You feel like they are, but they’re not. Someone will love those parts of you.
It is hard not to look at my anxiety as a monster. Every step I take, every choice I make,
she’s right there beside me, making me doubt everything I do. Like a cloud of smoke, she
surrounds me, swallowing me whole. Some days, she’s all I see. The ache in my chest, the rapid
beats of my heart, the sweating of my palms; she keeps these symptoms playing on a loop.
It’s difficult not to go through the waves of panic and resent the parts of you that caused
them. However, there is another way to see things.
On a cold morning, in the midst of my emotional venting, my sister showed me a
different perspective. She asked me to visualize every part of myself. What they looked like,
sounded like; they had to feel as real as possible. When I formed the vision of my anxiety, I tried
to see her clearly. And as I stared at this monster, at my beast in the jungle, I finally did.
She is not monstrous, or horrifying, or rabid. She is a small, terrified girl. Her wide eyes
are constantly on the lookout for danger. Her arms are hugging her knees to her chest, as if she’s
trying to shield herself from harm. Except, she is not trying to protect herself. She’s trying to
protect me.

She makes me see danger, because to her, there is danger to see. Fearful of me ever being
in harm’s way, she would rather I panic and run than stay and risk getting hurt. The doubt she
feels may not be rooted in truth, but it is her truth. She never rests, never sleeps; her sole purpose
is to keep me safe. She is trying to keep me alive, even if, in reality, I am not in any danger.
I try to look at her not with anger but rather sympathy. In her own way, she’s attempting
to help me. It is often not the right way, nor the healthy way, but she’s trying. I don’t want to
hate her. I want to help her help me.
My anxiety will never be gone. In some form, she will always be there. A version of her
will always fill my mind with doubt and make my stomach tighten into knots. There will be days
that I cry, and my hands shake, and I simply have to wait for the anxiety to pass. There is no
silencing the noise. For many people, they do not live without the noise. They do not get to trust
their gut and understand that what they’re feeling is reality. Instinct is not enough; they cannot
trust themselves to know what the right decision is. They have to learn to read themselves
another way.
My anxiety will always be here. I cannot walk through her, or around her, or away from
her. I have to walk beside her. One day, hand in hand, I will walk with her unashamedly. I will
look at my beast in the jungle and smile. I hope she smiles back at me.

The apartment on pike drive
Ave Goorbarry
Salvatore Bataglia APT 105:
Salvatore Battaglia goes by “Sal” and gets up at 5:00 each morning. He likes when his
wife trims his grey combover while the coffee is brewing. That is when it’s a Sunday morning
and the paperboy is on time. They lived in Paterson since they were the ripe transplant age of 50.
When they ran away from Sicily with only photos—their kids think he was part of the mob—he
never talks about Italy. He yells at the paperboy when he’s late. He’ll sit outside of the apartment
complex on the steps: khakis, folded glasses, and Lavazza roast.
There’s a mother next door who works all night, so most days he runs to the bakery in
town. He drives a light green Fiat down the streets and stops only for certain pedestrians. His
kids threatened to take away his keys but he shouts that he must take care of his wife and
“Andrea.” He buys Andrea one loaf of stuffed eggplant bread and one pasticciotto each time he
goes and leaves it in a little, white cardboard box by her door.
“For Andrea, DON’T TOUCH.”
He doesn’t know English, so his wife writes the notes.

Cynthia and Andrea Burns APT 106:
Cynthia loves three things: Andrea, God, and her patients. She’s a night nurse who
spends her time in the halls of Fairmont Memorial Hospital, she’s known as “Mama Cynth.”
Frequenting both the PEDS unit and the Geriatrics, she’s a hit among the young and the old. She
sneaks her favorites chocolate pudding cups and homemade Ropa Vieja when she can. There was
a little boy in room 3-204 who would wait every Friday for her arrival.
“No one makes Ropa Vieja like you miss!” he was always in a little scrub cap. He had a
lymphatic issue.
Before her husband left, she learned Spanish and how to make Cuban classics. She used
to try and scrape the Spanish off her tongue and keep the dishes to Kraft Mac and Cheese. But
Andrea didn’t like that very much, and neither did the patients, so the attempts were futile.
Andrea was her only child and she was a quiet girl who drew and drew. So much,
Cynthia didn’t know what to do with the drawings. Andrea would stuff her drawings into
people's mailboxes downstairs in the big mailbox thing with everyone's mailboxes; hers to use at
her disposal. She would give her favorites to Sal and draw him and his wife with her eating bread
in the middle.
Rose and Rosie Middleton APT 207:
Rosie was pursuing her Ph.D. at Paterson College and Rose was there to support her.
Rose never really liked school but liked it because it made Rosie happy. Rosie was studying
linguistics under a professor she adored and had dreams to work as something in government.
Rosie first charmed Rose as a polyglot. But she didn’t know it was easy for Rose to catch her eye
because she was a ravishing woman who entered the bookstore every day after class. So
naturally, she’d wait around to check her out at the counter.

Rose was a bookstore clerk who read and read till her head went backward; Faulkner and
McCarthy and other white men authors that she clung to since her youth. She remembers that
when Rosie walk in she adored the pale of her cheeks. She made them rosy with an untouchable
pink color that no one could replicate; it was her shade.
They were nervous to move into a shabby complex in the north of Paterson, so they tried
to avoid their neighbors. They didn’t want to call attention to themselves in a small town with
people who were so-so about women holding hands so openly. For pride month, they decided to
put little pride flags on either side of their apartment door. By the end of the week, the tiny pride
flag in their door was ripped into tiny pieces on the floor. Rosie was upset and yelled at Rose that
they never should’ve moved into a place in Paterson when she could get transferred to a school
in New York. Two nights later the flag was replaced and they realized their neighbor had one to
match.
Unknown woman APT 208:
They don’t know her, but she’s an Agoraphobic. She doesn’t like that term.
In her head it goes like this:
You watch and watch and you want to watch. Because it allows you to see the things you
don’t get to experience. You don’t experience much these days. But, like exploring the Hobby
Lobby catalogs, QVC, and sometimes As Seen On TV items because the “AB XCRUNCH”
device looks pretty intriguing.
There’s also a side business you run that takes up most of your time. You make quilts for
charity, donating the proceeds to patients at Fairmont Memorial Hospital. You buy the fabrics
online and max out your Amazon Prime because you know you’ll make back the profits in no
time. This apartment is all you’ve ever known since your partner left, and your children, and
your dog when your partner left. You think it’s easier to help other people feel loved and wanted
by quilting, or noticing, being a consistent eye in the sky.
So, you watch and watch. You make your quilts, and you check your Amazon wishlist.

You got these tiny bulk pride flags because someone ripped your neighbors down and you
thought that just wasn’t right. You got the neighbors and your matching ones because you know
they must’ve felt alone after. You don’t want them to feel alone like you do.
You noticed that this little kid has drawn drawings for months and consistently delivers
you new work in the mail every Sunday morning like clockwork. Sometimes they’re random
drawings of unicorns or dinosaurs. But in others, it seems like the kid looks at the name on the
mailboxes, and draws the guess of that person in a stick figure. You kept the stick figure
drawing. You bought frames for the others and went to the lobby of the apartment around 4 in the
morning once to hang them around. There was a little old man outside taking a stroll around the
block outside the complex’s doors. You ran back up the second you saw him. That same day the
kid wrote a thank you letter and attached it to the wall with tape.
A hamburger helper meal is cooking over your stovetop and you wonder what you should
do with the rest of the tiny pride flags.

Light
Kate E Lore
He noticed her light from far away. At first he thought it was orange, but coming closer, no
pink. She stood out amongst a lot of yellow, and lime green.
His own light was a blink out of sync. The women had it easy all they had to do was lay there
shining. The men had to blink, they had to fly far and wide, searching, searching.
He does not know that fireflies have a short life span. He does not remember his parents. All he
knows is that her glow is the most beautiful thing he has ever seen. He is drawn to it while
others around him were fooled by artificial human lights. Some sailed up and up onward
chasing a big bright moon forever out of reach. Some died at the hands of children, others cars,
birds, bats, feet.
But he flew up over all that, around, and under. He came to her guided by natural magnetic
instinct. She lay in the palm of a flower. Basking in it’s sweet smell. She looked up at him
smiling, as if she’d been expecting it. They rolled together spilling pollen everywhere. She
giggled. He sighed.
The next day she laid eggs. It left her weak so she leaned her body against his as they stared
down at their creation. He marvels to see something inside their eggs wiggling around.

He feels proud to see how strong they are. The proud parents flutter their
wings so that they overlap
and sandwich together. Holding and supporting. Their tails push together, a
familiar heat, but the light now is brighter. Their glow burns together a
radiant gold, and it casts its hue over their children. They stay there looking
down, waiting for the hatch, excited to meet.
The next morning the dew is thick and the world is wet. The children wake
up under ground and must burrow their way to the surface. Many of them
get stuck in the mud, most do not make it at all.
For the few that do there is no one there to greet them. They do not
recognize the motionless shapes of their own lineage. They will never bask in
the warm light of that love. They will never understand the loss.
The survivors taste open air, look around, find an endless everything, fly
away.

Ones thoughts while falling
Emi Craig
My dear friend,
By the time you get this letter I’ll be in the sky.
I suppose it has been quite a while since we last talked. I haven’t seen you since the
wedding last year. How's Esther? Is she still working out that internship at Goldman Sachs? I
heard you've moved to the advising sector. I suppose that fits you well, you are a thoughtful
person.
I know you live in the city, but have you gone stargazing recently? The stars are too far
from us I think. Their light takes years to travel to our eyes. Think of that– hundreds of dead
stars shining at us from the beyond.
Have you ever been skydiving? I’m going with a coworker this coming weekend. I
suppose that's what I am referring to in the first line of this letter. I apologize for the dramatics, I
couldn’t help myself. I've never thought of going skydiving before.
What does one do while falling? Perhaps one would grip whatever cord is holding them
and close their eyes till landing. I find that would be a great waste. I want to fall with my eyes to
the sky.
What does one think of while falling?
Perhaps I'll think of my mother and father, and my childhood friends, those I wish I
hadn’t left behind. Or of the first time I ever went to another country, or my first job, or the first
time I ever kissed a girl, or the first time I ever kissed a boy. Perhaps I’ll think of the day we
started stargazing, and you said that you hoped man would never make it to the stars. “Knowing
us, we'd try to sell them. How foolish is that?” you said, “The stars are so plentiful, they would

have awful market value.” Perhaps I'll think of Orion, or Chang’e with her
rabbit, or Bathor, mistress of the stars, and how the Egyptians once thought
that the sky was an ocean that the clouds and stars sailed upon like ships.
Perhaps something will break and I’ll think of all of this as I fall to my death.
Perhaps I'll die from a heart attack before I hit the ground.
Perhaps I’ll think of 2 years ago. We went on a trip together, somewhere like
Chicago or Boston– I can't remember where exactly.
I’ll think of what I do remember from that trip– the look on a businessman's
face as I watched him fall.
It was the night you passed out in the hotel bar, I helped you back to the
room and then went on my own intoxicated escapade. How lovely is the
influenced mind, all that is truly important comes to front. I wanted to go
stargazing.
That night, I went to a high rooftop to see if any stars pierced the city clouds.
The man fell with his eyes to the heavens, perhaps wondering something
similar as I, something along the lines of: “is there anything left in this night
sky?” His eyes shone in the light of a plane that flew above us, blocking the
moon and my view of any straggling stars that fought for their place in the
polluted sky.
I wonder if any stars died as he hit the ground. What a beautiful notion– to
die at the same moment as something so ancient and so far away. A moment
shared between space and time and the suicidal businessman as he fell and a
star winked one last time.
When I fall I hope there is nothing blocking my view of the sky.

Perhaps I’ll think of when we lived together for a year after college. Do you
remember that? An apartment in the small town we hated since highschool,
that we promised to leave forever. But things feel different now. I miss that
small apartment, I miss how it was the only three floored building in the
whole town, and how our next-door neighbor was a field of grass where you
could lie down and watch the clouds change. I miss how you used to point
out the types of clouds and the things they had to say, the stratus warning us
of rain and the cumulonimbus of thunder. I miss looking from our balcony
and being able to see every star in the sky. I miss the feeling of quiet
company. We can both afford to live alone now.
I’ll fall this weekend and think of all of this- though I suppose these are
things I am always thinking about.
Don’t worry about me, about any cords breaking. There will be a man tied
to my back with a go-pro on his head who will shout in my ear and keep
anyone from actually falling. Most likely, he will block my view of the sky,
of any clouds sailing along the ocean trying to tell me of
the changing weather.
It's raining now, and I have found that this letter is longer than I meant. I
have always been one to ramble. How much value does a letter of nonsense
have? No, nonsense is the wrong word, just a letter of weightless musings.
But humor me just one moment more. What would you think of if you
didn't know when you’d hit the ground? Would you think of Esther? Of
your work? Of me?

Of how long it takes for light to travel from the sun to your eyes? Of what
clouds mark the sky, of where in the world it’s raining, of the man who killed
himself two years ago in Boston or Chicago? Of which stars are shining dead
and which are still alive?
The rain is getting louder, there is traffic outside of people wishing to get
home before a nimbostratus turns its tears to snow. I wish to sit quietly alone.
The world is much too loud. Stars die in silence years before we ever realize.
I miss you, I hope I can see you soon.

in my home country
Maria S. Picone
there is a North and a South. but we don’t talk about that. because my family is from The South,
and, as you know they say in Mass, in Brooklyn, The South is poor. The South is bad. The South
is dirty, and I live here in this poor, bad, dirty tourist trap where locals eat the crystallized stress
of rich Northerners, and they send their children North to get a chance at life, and when they
come back their moms make them proper food, the right food, the good food they can’t get in
the
North, and they realize that Southerners are picky about traditions, that they live on an infertile
rock near the coast, that their mountains are unforgiving, that their men are definitely
unforgiving, that their rigidity is the rigor mortis of the old economy, that war and prejudice
ruined what they once had, that their own foolishness turned their dialect against them, and
unless they speak pure, unfiltered language like light filtering through the commands of Dante,
lasciate ogni speranza voi ch’entrate, you who enter The South dwell in the red underhell, the
land of distorted vowels through stained-glass windows, land of braciola “brahjole” and capicola
“gabagool,” you who enter the new land from Ellis Island will sign your name to the contract,
and they will treat you different, they will segregate you, they will take an American chainsaw to
your names, and all you know of culture comes from Florence, and what you love of cuisine
comes from Tuscany, and your socio-lingual dominance comes from Rome, and your family will
tell you they hail from “the coast” and give no indication of the cliff they stood upon before they
came to this country.

my mother's eyes
H.S.K
What do you see when you look into her eyes?
I see stars twinkling in the satin black sky embraced with silver mirthful luminescence. I see them
collapse and explode. I see them dim, their light flicker like a kindled flame of a candle, trying to
brace itself against the harsh zephyr with much desperation. I see an endless sea of words
unspoken, feelings and emotions veiled, countless stories untold and memories painted grey.
I see love, I see pain, I see worry, I see agony, I see hope, I see faith...
In her eyes I see a world I might never know— a wondrous utopia or maybe perhaps a chaotic
dystopia. In those jeweled hazel eyes imbued with stellar light and utter brill, ... I see a war. In
her eyes I see a warrior fighting for all it's worth with all its might, I see a shield protecting that
which she has to. In her eyes I see demons of deceit chasing her, I see tenebrosity embedded in
the pits of her dark pupils. I see hopelessness, I see fear.... I see vulnerability— a fragile soul
breaking apart and then being built again from the ashes of that which has burned. In her eyes I
see the urge— a strong desire to flee and I see discord, I see conflict. I see a cover of crystal tears
brimming at the edge of her lids, threatening to fall.
Wanting to fall.
Waiting to fall.
Yet they never do.

In her eyes I see the rope of life and trust, a rope she is hanging onto with
incomparable determination. She won’t let anguish befall her.
In those eyes I see my world, I see my universe, my blood sweat and soul.
I see a reflection of my origin. In them I see my life, my memories—flashing
by like shooting stars. I see her love; I see her concern. I see her efforts; I see
her strength. I see a hero. I see the many transparent ways she keeps herself
together and up in one piece and how she hides her wounds, her scars from
me.
She doesn't know but I see it all. I see it with my eyes that she wiped with
her soft and gentle touch. I see how much... how little I have done. I see my
worthless self in her eyes... but most importantly in her eyes I see... a
human... a gift, a miracle, a blessing...
I see a mother.

the goldfish bowl
Julia Duke
What is it with goldfish? What's the fascination? The personification of stupidity, it
seems: round and round, obsessive, relentless, eyes fixed with an unending stare, but
at what? Mouth slightly open, it swims steadily onward, with an unseen purpose. There
is no privacy for a domestic goldfish. Its world is a transparent world. Round and round
it swims, whilst I stare back, transfixed and slightly dizzy, watching its progress. Now
and then there is deviation; progress around the normal trajectory is delayed for an
instant whilst 'Goldy' does a short twirl, rotating momentarily behind the glass and
coming to examine me - or so it appears - from his side of the bowl, peering out,
murmuring silently at me from his pursed lips or blowing a few bubbles in a desultory
fashion. Kisses? And what of our behaviour? How do we seem to Goldy? From the
inside looking out, what runs through the mind of a goldfish?
There is a goldfish bowl inside my head, no, really - there is. On a daily basis I examine
it. It has the same powers of fascination. I am on the outside looking in, watching for
the normal trajectory, the deviations, for symptoms of obsessiveness and for those
intermittent, rewarding moments of self-knowledge, intimacy and revelation. For I am
also on the inside looking out! My world is not transparent to others: I am a very private
person; but I am keen to learn the secrets in my own head, to chart my progress and
understand my behaviour, both characteristic and divergent.

When I first received my tentative 'diagnosis', the result of a steady process of
elimination of all other kinds of possibilities, and was left staring through the bowl at
the stark reality of 'M.E.', that very real but rather nebulous condition, I felt relieved.
The rather curious, previously unidentified creature in the bowl inside my head at last
had a name: not 'Goldy' but 'ME'. That felt good, even though I had not yet fully made
his acquaintance and was unsure as to whether this long-term visitor would turn out
to be congenial or not. ME has, in fact, turned out to exhibit some rather unique
characteristics with which, over the years, I have become very familiar. He takes a bit
of explaining to other people as he produces a wide range of disparate and
unexpected symptoms but I am, at least, myself, getting used to him.
To start with, certain facets stood out more clearly than others; the purely physical,
mechanical attributes were more immediately recognisable. Fatigue crept up on me
daily from behind. I would set out, unsuspecting, on a walk, full of bright hope and
expectation, striding out along the path, whilst fatigue crept along behind me, keeping
stealthily to the shadows until, all at once, he would appear, take me by surprise, throw
all my calculations into chaos and reduce me to a rundown clockwork toy, collapsed
on a bench and incapable of going a step further. Halfway through the housework,
fatigue would intervene, leaving half the house clean, half dirty, whilst I retired to a
shady corner of the garden, gasping for a cup of tea. Over the years, fatigue and I
became well acquainted and, in time, I learned how to manage him, pacing myself,
interspersing work and rest, pausing in pubs and cafes at regular intervals during
walks (no great hardship) and spending my life doing 'deals' with him. My list of don'ts
grew daily. I don't do late nights; don't do parties; don't do early mornings; I don't rush;
don't do noisy places, bright lights, restless people, crowds, incessant talkers or
complicated instructions. I don't do spicy food, grease or hurried meals because ME
makes it clear that they upset him. Headaches are exacerbated by stress and anxiety,
muscle aches by strenuous activity of any kind. ME is full of complaints of a very tangible
nature if his strict code of behaviour is transgressed in any way. He likes a very simple routine.
Goldfish do not multi-task.

But there are other hidden facets that ME is beginning to show me as he swims around
my head and I watch helplessly, trying to learn what makes ME tick. The ban on
complicated instructions is a clue to his behaviour. Here the glass turns misty and it is
hard to make out what is going on inside the bowl. Maybe the water is muddied a little
by age and hormones so it is hard to distinguish exactly the precise attributes that
belong to the unique and sometimes tiresome creature swimming in my head. As I
watch he seems to deviate more often from his intended course. Does he forget where
he is going? Is he diverted for some reason from his task? Or is he merely having a
'senior moment'? Comparing notes with my friends sometimes, it is hard to know. But
certainly a kind of fogginess, a mist that is hard to disperse, gathers in my head and
as I watch, day by day, it seems to grow so that some days I have some difficulty
recognising the faces of friends and neighbours I have already been introduced to, mistaking
them for someone else in the same red dress, or with the same purplerimmed spectacles.
Some days I lose my sense of direction and can no longer remember the way back to
my car, or to a shop that was once familiar. Time seems to lose its sharpness and its
sense of urgency and the task that I am currently involved with looms so large in my
consciousness that it blots out all others and I miss the train or burn the pizza in the
oven because I have a pair of secateurs in my grasp and the roses need pruning or I
take a pen in my hand because there is a poem that is beginning to write itself in my
head. Inside the bowl ME too begins to hesitate, to approach the glass and do a twirl
for me, sending me wordless signals through his opening and shutting mouth and
blowing me consoling kisses through the glass. Where will all this end, I wonder?
And so, each day, the dance goes on and I stare, fascinated, at the twists and turns
of the creature in my head. We are mostly reconciled to one another now, ME and I.
His progress around the bowl is unstoppable but is, at least, not unknowable. I am
used to his funny ways, on the whole, although from time to time he still has the power
to surprise me and I slightly fear his uncharted progress. For there is no map, no
prognosis, no crystal ball in which to read the future. So we journey together, ME and
I, and wait to see where the coming years will take us.
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we've landed

Thank you to all of our passengers, crew members, and
supporters. You all have helped us make PILOT possible, and we
are beyond grateful to share these beautiful words with you all.
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